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humanities, is published twice during the academic
year. The mailing address is Post Office Box B,
Gambier, Ohio, 43022; editorial and subscription office
in Peirce Hall. All copyrights reserved by the con
tributing authors and artists.
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Goshen, Ky., by Chris Bartlett

Circus
by Wendy MacLeod
The Fat Lady had died of a heart attack the night
before. Her husband, the Tattoed Man, asked that her
name be tattoed behind his kneecap, the one white
patch of skin left to him. Black carnival wreaths ap
peared on each trailer's door, and they postponed their
opening for another day. They had travelled to a small
town in the south of France, and the bleached white
summer day seemed at odds with the circus people who
scurried quietly here and there, red eyed.
But in the pink trailer of Mademoiselle du Pare
there was no mourning. She sat on the liontamer's
knee while he joked about stories he'd heard about
female acrobats. She wiggled away from him and
reached for the wine bottle. Filling her mouth with
wine, she brought his face to hers, and passed the red
liquid through a kiss. He giggled at this promise of
sensuality, and called her "kitten"' as he called his
lions. She pouted and pretended she feared for his life
nightly, though she knew his animals were old and fat.
Raised in /.cx>s, they knew nothing of Africa's jungles,
of which the ringmaster raved.
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The ringmaster, Monsieur Reme, was concerned
with finding a new fat lady. The bills circulated in town
the day before promised one. His wife lay in a
terrycloth bathrobe eating bon-bons, and, in disgust, he
thought to himself that in a few more years she herself
could fill the bill.
When he first met her, they worked together on
the flying trapeze. She was young and supple and their
greatest trick was when he caught her by her long,
black hair. Her father, a thick hairy Italian, then the
owner, had caught them making love in the concession
stand after closing. Cursing in Italian, he ordered the
wedding to take place the very next day. It took place in
mid-air, on the trapeze. They charged admission, and
the priest stood trembling on the platform as they
swung to and fro, exchanging rings and kisses. There
was no honeymoon. She bad moved into his trailer and
had been there ever si nee. She grew tooold for the trapeze
and now ran the very concession stand that sealed their
fates.
(The liontamer buttoned his pants and joked that
what he'd heard about female acrobats was true.)
Justine, the bareback rider, who entered the
circus ring nightly in a gold lame* tutu and ostrich
plumes, was annoyed at the untimely death. The party
would now be cancelled and she could not wear her
new lavender evening dress.
She pursued a delicate, handsome tightrope
walker. It was rumored that Jacques went to other
boys, but she refused to believe it. He was too fine, too
beautiful. His eyes were a deep, Mediterranean blue
and as he walked the wire, she dreamed that he thought
of her waiting for him at the opposite platform.
(Monsieur Reme briefly considered holding the
wake in the bigtop, so that the spectators might still see
the Fat Lady, but decided it was in poor taste.)
Arnald, the old man who cleaned the elephants'
tent, complained that for everyone else it was a day off,
but how could he not work? The elephants continued
to shit, and whatever he didn't do today would be
waiting for him tomorrow. He was tired of travelling
from town to town, and wished that he'd been a printer
like his father. He longed for a white cottage by the sea
with flowered window boxes, and smells of baking
coming from the kitchen. The wife he imagined was

vague, but he knew she was responsible for the ruffled
curtains and the flagstones that led down to the garden.
Perhaps a kitten would sleep lazily on the front stoop,
its belly full of warm milk. And come summer, he
would walk down to the docks and converse with the
fishermen, share a pipe and a bottle of wine, and return
home with mackerel.
(Justine decided to wear the lavender dress to the
funeral. She would simply say she didn't have a black
dress.)
It was the clown, Damian, who truly suffered for
Marie, the dead Fat Lady. She'd had pretty red lips and
long blonde hair worn up in a bun. He'd described her
gently as ample and buxom, as she giggled with
delight, looking around for her jealous husband.
He took her boating on a mountain lake in
Germany just a few weeks ago. She complimented his
muscles as he rowed, the raised blue tendons the color
of the water. She wore a pink, ruffled blouse and
smelled of rosewater, and there were promises ex
changed of a rendezvous that never came to pass. He
fantasized of being smothered by her huge, rosescented breasts, quietly dying in the curve of her belly.
And Frederick, her husband, taking breaks from
the pedestal on which he displayed himself, came into
the bigtop nightly to jeer at Damian sprayed with

« &:fk:

seltzer bottles and hit with pies. And the little children
in the audience pitied him as one tear rolled down his
brightly-colored face.
The Hermaphrodite smiled as Justine hurried by
just as Jacques came out of his trailer. She knew that
she alone had the answer for Jacques, and remembered
the night before when he whispered, "Be a man, be a
y y
woman. She'd run her fingers through his blonde
hair and stroked his smooth cheeks. He asked whether
she minded being stared at in the circus, and she'd
asked whether he minded being stared at on the
tightrope. He'd blushed, saying that that was different.
They'd heard the late night ambulance siren but they'd
stayed wrapped in each other's arms on her narrow
bed. They decided to buy another mattress and spread
them both on the floor, and he promised her a silk
comforter the color of his eyes.
(Damian took a rowboat out, a tribute to his
memory of Marie, and was amazed at how quickly he
moved through the water alone.)
In town, at the tattoo parlor, after Marie's
husband had tattoed her name in pink, circling it with
roses, he thought of the small white place left on his
right buttock. Nudging the tattoist conspiratorily he
told him to tattoo the face of a sad clown, so that he
might sit on him again and again.
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Union Mission
The lady at the mission gave us food and religion
for an hour in line and a green lizard high.
The sheets on these cots are woodenly clean
they are coarser than filth to my sour skin.
When I lie in the ninth bunk admitting to sin
a silky filth settles back, calming and whole.
The air is full of sour skin, we peel it from our faces
when morning falls, warm and stale, to coat these gray grim walls.
— Mary Ann Williams
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The Lacquer Box
by Cecilia Lad
They used to have to visit the aunts on Christmas
and Easter and a few Sundays during the year. Their
mother would send the three of them over alone
directly after church, the two boys complaining about
having to keep their neckties on and Rachel fighting
with them about what had gone on in church. The
aunts lived just across the street and around the corner,
but their lives were too different to bear a greater strain
than these few proper visits from the children.
They always stood in a line on the porch, Simon
and Willis stiff in their suits and Rachel proper in her
inevitably black or grey coat. Simon, being the oldest of
the children, always rang the bell. Aunt Nell, being
the youngest of the aunts, always answered it.
What a surprise,'' she would say, looking at the
row of them, and then. "Come in. Come in "
They would file in and hang their coats over the tall
backs of the dark wood chairs in the dining room, just
as their mother and her sisters had done when they
visited the aunts when they were small. The aunts
were really their mother s aunts, but Simon and Willis
had begun to call the ancient maiden ladies "The
Three Aunts" just as all the other relatives did,
without bothering to add the 4 'Great" to the title.
It didn't matter, because the aunts had never
changed. They were always at home, always sat in
their individual chairs in the living room that they
hadn t rearranged for at least fifty years, and predic
tably served Vernor's to anyone who ever visited
them. At Christmas and Easter they gave the same sort
of candy, five pounds of individually wrapped
chocolates, the box wrapped in the same gold and white
checked paper. Rachel always got to carry it home.
The children would take their seats in the living
room after disposing of their coats and greeting the
other aunts. Aunt Nell took the icy blue brocade
recliner near the two windows in the corner. Aunt
Constance always sat in the green brocade chair beside
the blue and maroon china-based lamp. Aunt Adelaide
sat in the overstuffed brown chair on the other side of
the fireplace. It looked older, rougher, and somehow
softer than the chairs of the other aunts. Rachel always
took the green needlepoint footstool near Aunt
Adelaide, careful to cover her knees with her skirt so

that her underwear wouldn't show. The boys sat on
the sofa, awkwardly trying not to wrinkle the Persian
shawl which was draped over its back. The conversation was usually the same.
Aunt Nell always asked about school. "I'm a
senior this year, Simon said in his last year of high
school. "I have to decide quite soon where to go to
college next year."
"So big, so grown up, Aunt Constance said,
sighing as usual. "Where does that leave you,
William?"
"In the eighth grade, Aunt Constance. I'm going
to high school next year," Willis said, sitting a bit
straighter on the couch.
"High school. So grown up," Constance said,
sighing again. "And Rachel? What about Rachel? * *
Rachel had been staring up at the photograph of
the Three Aunts' mother which stood upon the
mantlepiece. It was a sepia print of a stately old woman
with funny round glasses. She had braids, "braids like
mine," thought Rachel, "only they wind all the way
around her head."
Rachel," said Simon, "tell them."
Tell them? Tell them what?" Rachel asked,
bewildered. She hadn't been listening at all.
"Aunt Constance wants to know about school.
What grade you're in," Willis said.
"Oh. Third. Third grade," Rachel said. Her
cheeks burned. She never listened to what people said
to her.
Do you like it?" Adelaide asked.
"I like to read," said Rachel flatly.
"She reads all the time. She's been reading since
she was just five," Willis said. He was proud of his
sister. He didn 't like reading or school.
Rachel looked at her brothers. The sun was
shining through her aunts' lace curtains, right on the
boys on the couch. Willis's hair shone reddish in the
sun, even though it was more dark brown, really.
Rachel liked his hair. It had more character than the
mousy blond hair that she and Simon had, she thought.
His eyes were dark, too, and she and Simon had in
definite blue-green ones. She looked at the aunts and
wondered what color their hair was before it was white.
11
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It was probably white when her mother was little, too,
she decided.
They were still talking about her. Willis told the
aunts that Rachel was reading books about Japan.
They're hard books, too," he said, "but she's
reading all about Japanese houses and gardens."
I mostly look at pictures in the hard ones," she
said, embarrassed by the eyes of all the aunts upon her.
Why Japan, Rachel?" Aunt Adelaide asked.
Her voice sounded thinner than usual.
I have some Japanese dolls," said Rachel.
Willis is going to help me make a house for them. * *
Bring them with you sometime.
Aunt Constance changed the subject. "How was
church today?'' she asked, as always.
Just fine," said Simon. "The loaves and fishes.
y y
The sermon was rather long.
But I'm sure it was interesting," his great-aunt
said somewhat severely. Simon agreed.
Rachel looked at the photograph of her greatgrandmother again. Next to it stood a tiny framed
photograph of two little boys. They were looking at a
book together. Under the photograph it said "Season's
Greetings from all of us." The younger boy wore short
overalls and had round knees. The older one was about
six. He was thinner and more serious and his hair was
parted down the middle. Rachel couldn't decide why
he looked so much older than Willis until she realized
that Simon had glasses now and didn 't then.
She looked over at Simon sitting on the couch. He
was telling Aunt Nell that he wanted to go away to
school, far away probably, to study physics. The aunts
listened with admiration as he told them of his high test
scores and the awards that he won. Rachel turned her
attention to the marble cupid which sat upon a marble
rock next to the fireplace. She didn't know if it was
really marble, but it was hard and white and it looked
cold. She stared at the grey shadows which fell below
its carved eyebrows into the caverns of its blank eyes.
She wondered how the aunts had come to have such a
thing in their house. She tried to imagine her Aunt
Constance purchasing it at a department store and she
smiled at the impossibility.
Finally the visit ended. The boys stood up and
went to the dining room to get their coats. Willis
brought Rachel's to her. The aunts gazed in approval
as she put it on. It was black and simple and covered all
of her blue and white dress. She had white tights on
and her legs were skinny. Her braids looked just as
theirs had eighty years before. "Goodbye," Aunt
Constance said.
"Goodbye," said Rachel.

Come and see us again soon,'' Aunt Nell said.
"We will," said Simon.
And bring your dolls, Rachel," Aunt Adelaide
4 4
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I'll come over with her," said Willis.
Give our greetings to your parents," Aunt Nell

said.
"We will."
They left the stale yellow light of the Three
Aunts' house and crossed the quiet dead end street
where they lived. They cut through church woods to
reach their own street. The leaves were turning and
already a carpet of them lay thick upon the ground.
"I never know what to say to them," Willis said,
kicking the leaves.
"I don't say anything. But I like them," Rachel
said, and ran, the leaves crackling around her ankles.
"It doesn't matter," said Simon. "It's enough
that we come." He looked at his sister running far
ahead of them. "They like us, especially Rachel. She is
y y
just like them.
Willis looked at his brother in surprise and said
nothing.
At Christmas Rachel brought two of her dolls to
visit the aunts. She wrapped them carefully in their
quilts and put them in her pockets. One was her
favorite, the smallest girl doll. She wore an orange
kimono and her nose had been chipped once when she
fell on the mirror Rachel used for a pond in her garden.
The other was a doll she had gotten that Christmas
morning, a boy doll in a blue kimono with shiny black
hair that stuck straight out in a circle around his head.
Aunt Adelaide loved him. She took him in her
gnarled and freckled hands and looked closely into his
glass eyes, set in slits in his porcelain head. She
touched his hair with one shaking finger. "Come
upstairs with me, Rachel," she said.
Simon immediately stopped telling Aunt Nell
about his plans for Stanford. He and Willis turned to
watch Aunt Adelaide go slowly up the stairs, clutching
the bannister. Rachel followed at a respectful distance,
her cheeks flushed as red as her Christmas dress. The
boys were jealous. No one, probably not even their
mother, had ever been up those stairs. Their
knowledge of the aunts' house was limited to the
dining room, the living room, and in the summer, the
sun porch which connected to it. Now Rachel was to
see the upstairs. They could do nothing but return to
Simon's conversation. "Yes, California's another
place I've never been," he said, not looking at Willis
who couldn't stifle his laughter.
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Aunt Adelaide's room was at the top of the stairs
to the left. 44It looks just like the living room only
there's a big white bed in it, " Rachel told her brothers
later. There was a big bookcase with glass doors, and a
dark polished desk next to it. Aunt Adelaide went and
sat at it and began opening drawers. Rachel looked up
at two huge framed pictures which hung above the
bookcase. One was a long scroll, showing mountains
and a valley and 44such a lot of fog," Rachel told the
boys, "you couldn't see half the picture." The other
was a line drawing of a little round man with a sack on
his shoulder. He was Chinese or Japanese and his hair
was in a topknot. He was grinning a huge grin and he
seemed to be dancing.
Aunt Adelaide turned and saw Rachel staring.
That's Hotei," she said. 4'He's always happy. His
name means 'bag of flesh' or 'fathead'.
Why is he happy if people call him that?"
Rachel asked, laughing.
That's not what is important to him," said
Aunt Adelaide. "He was a Buddhist monk, a Zen
monk. Do you know anything about Buddhism?"
I read a little bit. And there's that big statue that
people visit in Japan," Rachel said.
That's right. Hotei was a Buddhist monk, but
not a usual sort of one. He ate meat and drank lots of
wine and lived nowhere. He just traveled through the
village streets in Japan, dancing and playing with the
children and giving them sweets. He's thought to be a
kind of Buddha himself, a Buddha of the future. He is
free from all the ties of this world.
44
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"And he's always happy?" asked Rachel.
Yes, he's always happy," Aund Adelaide said,
and smiled. "You'll read about him sometime, maybe.
Can you use this in your dollhouse?" She held out a
small red lacquer box. Rachel stood before her and
looked at it, afraid to touch. It looked like a tiny chest,
with a carved top that hinged on. It was carved all over
with flowers and vines and in the center of the top there
was an old man bowing to an old woman in a carved
garden of twisted trees. ' 'I keep my stamps in it," said
Aunt Adelaide, "but I don't really need it. If you take
good care of it, you may have it."
Rachel looked up at her. She could barely say
thank you. This was a grown up present. Aunt Nell
had once given her a pink velveteen rhinoceros with
green eyes. It was about three inches long. If you
pulled its tail you pulled and pulled, for it was a thirtysix inch tape measure. Willis had laughed for weeks
about it, and their mother had taken it away from
Rachel, "because it's disgusting," said Simon. This
was different. They wrapped the box in Rachel's
handkerchief and went back down the stairs.
Willis had to carry the box of candy home because
Rachel had a doll in each coat pocket and the lacquer
box grasped tightly in her hands.
44

Simon went away to school in the fall and Rachel's
father cut her hair. It was short, 44almost as short as
Willis's," she said, and it fell in light straight pieces
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around her face. She was proud of it and laughed at the
grownups who complained that she didn't look like
such a little girl anymore.
Soon after her hair cut she and Willis were
walking home from the library. Rachel had on a
baseball cap. Willis wore a brand new Stanford jersey.
Rachel had on a hooded grey sweatshirt which had
been Willis's. It had holes and grass stains on the front.
She was betting Willis that she could walk an entire
block with her four books on her head without
dropping them when a blue Oldsmobile stopped on the
street beside them. Aunt Nell leaned over and rolled
down the window. She put her face out.
William. May 1 give you and your friend a ride
home?"
Thanks, Aunt Nell, but Rachel and I would
rather walk, I think.
Rachel? That's not Rachel. Where is her
hair ..."
Rachel walked up and stood close to the car. She
took off the red cap and shook her head, smiling at her
great aunt. "Daddy cut it," she said. She was missing
a lower tooth on the side.
Aunt Nell was amazed. She took a deep breath. 4 'I
suppose it's more comfortable this way," she said.
Let me drive you home." The children climbed into
the car.
How are the other aunts?'' Willis asked.
"Constance is fine. Adelaide is rather ill," Aunt
Nell said. "She has a bad cough and we're worried that
it might be more than that. * *
**
"I hope not. I hope she's feeling better soon,
said Rachel quite seriously. She didn't know what to
do. Neither did Willis. Aunt Nell dropped them off in
front of their house. Rachel didn't take her usual
bounding leaps up the stone sidewalk, trying for only
one step in each square. She thought her hair was
shock enough for one day.
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Simon came home for Christmas. He seemed
strangely different. He didn't complain about Rachel's
braids the way they thought he would. He didn't
bring a suit home with him and he had to borrow a tie
of his father's to wear to church. During the sermon he
flipped through the pages of the hymnal, scrutinizing
the verses of some of the German chorales and
laughing almost out loud. "See that?" he asked Willis
later, pointing at a line. " 'Herr Gott' it says. Mr.
God." He laughed his shallow Simon laugh. Willis

closed the book and put it away. They left the church,
as Rachel and her mother had finished lighting their
candles.
Simon complained about visiting the aunts. His
mother didn't know whether it was because he was
complaining about everything at home, or if it was
more serious. "Do I have to go?' he asked. "They
won't miss me. I have nothing to say to them. I don't
know what to do around them. They won't know what
y y
it's like at school, even if 1 try to tell them.
They went to the Three Aunts' house. Simon
rang the bell. Aunt Nell answered it. They hung their
coats on the backs of the dining room chairs. Aunt
Adelaide sat in her brown chair wrapped in afghans.
She was recuperating from pneumonia and she was still
very weak. Rachel sat on the footstool near her.
The aunts wanted Simon to tell them about
college. "You're doing very well, of course?" asked
Aunt Nell, beaming.
"Everyone does well," said Simon glumly, and
stared at his shoelaces until his gaze moved to the red
pattern in the oriental rug. Rachel looked at it too, and
traced it with her eyes all the way to the edge of the
rug. She glanced at Willis, who seemed fascinated by
the pattern of the lamp near Aunt Adelaide. Aunt
9

Constance came in with a tray of glasses. Vernor's for
everyone.
Rachel," said Aunt Constance, "I have a gift
for you. I was going through my bookshelves and I
found a book I had when I was just your age. You must
read it now." She disappeared into the dining room
and returned with a large flat brown book. She gave it
to Rachel.
Rachel looked at the title. The Lives and Miracles
of the Holy Christian Martyrs, it said in gold, stamped
across the front. The pages were covered with tiny
closely spaced black letters and a few detailed
engravings of the saints undergoing torture. "Thank
you, Aunt Constance," said Rachel. "This will be
interesting reading and everything. Thank you.
She stared at the book through the rest of the visit.
Willis got to carry the usual box of candy for the second
Christmas in a row. They went down the snowy stairs
and slid across the street. "Let's see the book,
Rachel," said Willis. Rachel handed it to him.
He tucked the candy under his arm and opened
the book to a random page. He read for a while, his
brother and sister matching his slow walk. "Wow,
he said when he looked up at them. "Wow. This guy
got sent in the snow with no shoes. Because he had
faith his feet got warm and melted his footprints and
things. And flowers grew where he walked. What do
you think, Simon?''
Simon took the book and looked at it. He frowned.
It's just like them," he said, "Don't you believe
these things, Rachel. They're wrong. It's an awful
book.''
Worse than the rhinoceros?" Rachel asked.
Willis laughed. Simon frowned even more.
Worse than that. That was funny. This is all
wrong. They want you to grow up like they did eighty
years ago. They called Mother and got mad about your
braids, did you know that? What's it to them if you
don't look like a miniature Three Aunt? You're not
one. Don't go reading what they had to read for First
Communion class when they were your age. Read
44

about Bodhidharma and Huiko. Go play with your
dolls." Simon thrusted the book at Rachel. She didn't
take it and it fell in the snow. He didn't wait for her
when she stopped to pick it up and brush it off. Willis
walked a bit behind him, whistling "A Mighty
Fortress is Our God.
"I liked the story about the footprints," she
called ahead to Simon. "I'll read it but I won't believe
it.
Willis laughed. He waited for Rachel to catch up
to him and they went home together, Willis still
whistling and Rachel taking running slides on the ice in
her red rubber boots.
*1
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Aunt Adelaide died in June. Her funeral was
small and proper. Rachel wore a white dress. At the
cemetery she didn't want to watch them lower the
casket in the ground, so she wandered slowly away
from the small proper crowd standing near the grave. It
was a dry, sunny day. She began to skip and run,
weaving in and out between the tombstones and
stopping now and then to look at the more interesting
ones. There was one which was a marble cupid, rather
like the one which sat near the Three Aunts' fireplace.
She looked at it and laughed out loud.
What are you doing, Rachel?" Simon sat on a
stone a few feet away.
Playing,'' said Rachel. 14 Don t be mad. Hotei is
always happy too. * *
What? Who told you about Hotei?" Simon
stood up and came closer.
Adelaide did. She said I should read about him
sometime." Rachel walked to the iron fence which
enclosed the graveyard and sat upon it. There was a
meadow on the other side, and then young wheat
fields.
Simon joined her on the fence. They sat there in
the sun, watching the grasses flutter near the tomb
stones and the shadows of the birds which flew
overhead.
4 4
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El San Cristobal
1 walk toward the pate hv the star-stranclinc flap.
And see what so proudly I had forgotten.
This time they let me through.
I can see Pancho Villa saying adios from his bi-plane;
Then he crashes on the wrong side of the river.
My face pressed against the fence, I wonder
With Villa gone, who will teach me how to swim?
I curse my dreams: I lack know-how.
— Roberto Castillo Sandoval
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August
Two hands push me under
I swallow salt water
then spring up with a fistful of sand
which hits your turned shoulder
we dive and surface floating
on our backs foot to foot
laughing
44 If

you want to splash — go where people aren't,1 f
a pair of bright yellow swim trunks exclaims.
Light-headed, we wrap arms
around each other and stroll up
the beach to our towels.
You sing the chorus of one song;
I sing part of another.
— Michael Berick
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Three Chinese Poems: Translations and Imitations
i
A courier —
a hind flagged by tigers —
brought your little book
of songs.
Scholars
sprinkle rose water
on themselves
before unravelling them.
Under the late
afternoon shade
I have touched your songs
with my bare hand.
Such roses
grow brown here.
I would not go back,
but their scent lingers.
A warm rose
that face looked then;
a rose grown white
buried beneath the snow.
II
Alone, each morning I sweep,
flailing the terrace flagstones.
Swept by the evening wind,
I drink warm wine, raising
a cup of paper-thin clay.
Characters cover my lap —
the saga of one who made songs
and agreed to burn his own book,
like one long dead himself.
The story was told as a song.
While I read, look!
The moon and steps fell level.
The townsmen sleep like the sea,
these people of Pa loathe flowers.
Screened away with my wine,
I will not stir until evening
when blossoms I place on my lap
wither or brown at the stalk.
14

in
Ch'ien
The mountain-backed dragon is heaven,
where symbols mean nothing.
Round, a prince's profile,
deep red and midnight blue,
firm jade and cold metal
with ice, since the trigram
is turned towards the northwest sky.
Here the wild horse,
fashioned more than any
beast brought from myth,
grinds its saw-toothed jaws,
ripping even tigers.

Chen
Here full-bellied spring,
dark yellow with life,
lies like lichen torn
by a tandem of galloping horses,
their talk related to thunder.
Fine, white hind-legs leap
as they run along the horizon
chasing the star on their foreheads.

K'an
Bright red, the blood sign, like ink.
Among horses it means
the pick of the herd with high
beautiful backs, bold,
those hanging their heads
with manes like fringe on a costume.
Their noses probing nettles,
shuffling stones for water,
their thin hooves stumbling
on shadows thrown by the moon.
They come near, red with courage,
a warm touch on your skin,
sweet to their huge, raw-hide tongues.
-/?. W. Rhodes
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My First Goose
by Isaac Babel

Preface
Isaac Babel was a Soviet writer who wrote in the
1920's during the turbulent period after the Russian
revolution. He was raised in a middle-class Jewish
family in the cosmopolitan seaport of Odessa. A
disciple of Maxim Gorky, he wrote exclusively in the
short story genre. Before he was purged by Stalin's
regime in the late 30's for his noncomformist views, he
had become a master of that genre. Although he is
perhaps one of the least heralded writers of this period,
the three hundred odd pages that Babel has left
remain some of the most superbly crafted and lyrical
fiction of the twentieth century. The bulk of Babel's
work consists of two major cycles: Red Cavalry, stories
which drew upon his experiences as a journalist with a
Cossack regiment, and The Odessa Tales, which
describe the colorful, robust life of Odessa's im
poverished Jews.

m. J
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Isaac Babel, 1894-1940

Savitski, commander of the sixth division, rose
when he saw me and I marveled at the beauty of his
gigantic body. He stood up, and the purple of his riding
breeches, the small rasberry hat tilted askance and the
medals affixed to his chest cleaved the hut, as a
standard cleaves the sky. He smelled of shaving lotion
and the scent of cheap soap. His legs were like a
girl, bound up to the neck in shining jackboots.
He grinned at me, struck his riding whip on the
table and drew toward him an order that had just been
dictated from staff headquarters. This was an order for
Ivan Chesnakov to move out with the regiment under
his command in the direction of ChugunovDobrivodka, and coming into contact with the enemy,
to destroy them . . .
For which the destruction," the commander
began to write, filling the entire sheet of paper, "I
place the responsibility on this same Chesnakov, up to
the supreme penalty and who I will do in on the spot, in
(i
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that you comrade Chesnakov, having worked with me
before, can have no doubts . . .
The commander of the sixth division signed the
order with a flourish and threw it to his orderly. He
turned his grey eyes to me, which danced with
merriment.
We approached a hut which was decorated with
wreaths. The quartermaster paused and said suddenly,
with a guilty smile:
"We have a dawdler here with spectacles and it's
impossible to hold him back. A man of high distinction
— here's a mind apart from the rest! But if you mess
up a lady, and a very good lady at that, then the
cossacks will be patting you on the back.''
So tell me!" he shouted and swished the air
with his riding whip. Then he read the note which
assigned me to the sixth division:
"Bring me the order," the commander said,
"bring in the order and include him in every
ti

amusement, save the front. Can you read and write?1'
"Yes, I can read and write," I replied, regarding
the assurance and ripeness of his youth, "I was a
candidate in law at the University of Petersburg.
"Oh, you're one of those mama's boys," he cried,
laughing, "with spectacles on your nose. What a
bastard! They send you without asking permission.
But here you'll get cut up for those specs. And how
will you get along with us?"
"I'll get along allright," I said and went with the
quartermaster into the village to look for lodging. The
quartermaster carried my trunk on his shoulders. The
village street lay ahead of us; round and yellow like a
pumpkin, the waning sun exhaled its pink breath in the
sky.
He was hunched over with my trunk on his
shoulders. He came up to me very closely, but then
recoiled, despairing, and ran over to the first yard.
Cossacks were sitting there in the hay, shaving each
other.
"Hey, you soldiers," the quartermaster said and
put my trunk on the ground, "in accordance with the
orders of Comrade Savitski, you are obliged to take this
fellow into your quarters and no monkey business,
since, you see, this man had been through a lot in the
learning division . . . * *
The quartermaster blushed and left without
looking back. I put my hand to my cap and saluted the
Cossacks. A young man with long flaxen hair and a
fine Ryzan face came over to my trunk and heaved it
over the gate. Then he turned his backside to me and

with an uncanny knack he began to make shameful
noises.
"To your guns — number double-zero!" an
older Cossack shouted at him, and burst out laughing.
"Running fire!"
His artless skill exhausted, the lad went away.
Then, crawling on the ground, I began to collect my
manuscripts and tattered clothing full of holes which
had tumbled out of the trunk. I gathered it all up and
carried it to the other end of the yard. By the hut stood
a kettle on bricks; pork was boiling in it. It drifted like
smoke from one's distant village home and an un
precedented hunger and desolation mixed inside me. I
covered my battered trunk with hay, making a headrest,
and laid down on the ground in order to read Lenin's
speech at the 2nd Comintern Congress in Pravda.
The sun fell on me from behind the jagged hillocks.
The Cossacks came up to my feet; one fellow was
mocking me and they would not stop laughing. They
called me all sorts of pet names in the most bristling
manner and would not stop. I put aside the newspaper
and went over to the landlady who was spinning yarn
on the porch.
*4Landlady," I said, 4 4I need something to eat."
The old woman raised her purblind eyes, the
whites of her eyes overflowing, and lowered them
again.
"Comrade," she said, having been silent, "I
J1
could hang myself over this business.
44God damn your soul ..." I muttered, and
frustrated, I shoved the old woman in the chest with
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my fist. "It's not my job to stand here and explain
*y
everything to you.
And turning around I saw someone's saber lying
about not far away. A severe-looking goose came
waddling up to the yard, serenely preening its feathers. I
overtook it and forced it to the ground; the goose's
head cracked under my boot, it cracked and its brains
streamed out. The white neck was spread out in the
dung and the wings waned above the dead bird.
Damn it . . . "I said, poking the saber in the
goose, "Cook it for me, landlady."
The old woman, her eyes and spectacles wet with
tears, went up to the goose, wrapped it up in her apron
and dragged it into the kitchen.
Comrade," she said, having been silent, "I
could hang myself," and she closed the door behind
her.
And in the yard the Cossacks were already seated
around their mess tins. They were as still and rigid as
priests and had not even looked at the goose.
You'll do," one of them said to me. He winked
and scooped out some cabbage soup with his spoon.
The Cossacks ate with the restraint and grace of
men who respected one another. I wiped the saber in
some sand, went out the gate and returned again,
tormented. The moon was already hanging over the
yard like a cheap earring.
Little brother," Surakov, the oldest of the
«4

44

44

44

Cossacks, suddenly said to me, "Come sit with us and
eat, till your goose is ready. * *
He brought out from his boot an extra spoon and
handed it to me. We wolfed down home-made soup and
pork.
"Just what do they say in the newspaper?" the
lad with flaxen hair asked, and made a place for me to
sit.
"In the newspaper Lenin writes," I said, taking
out the newspaper Pravday "Lenin writes that we
y y
have shortages in everything.
And loudly, with a ceremonial emptiness, I read
Lenin's speech to the Cossacks.
The dusky evening sky wrapped me in a bracing
dew. The night held its maternal palm to my forehead.
I read and rejoiced: and rejoicing, I kept an eye out for
the cryptic turns in Lenin's straightforward talk.
The truth tickles everyone's nose," said
Surakov, after I had finished, "How does one take it
from such a tangled mess? But then he goes after it at
once, like a chicken pecking at corn.''
That is what Surakov, cavalry platoon com
mander, had to say about Lenin. Afterwards we went
to sleep in the hayloft. Six of us slept there, our legs
entangled, keeping each other warm, beneath the holeridden roof, which let the stars in. I dreamed and in my
dreams were women; but my heart, stained with
bloodshed, churned and poured out.
4 4

— translation by C. B. Coleman
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Mary on a Throne of Concrete Roses
(for Jane Sullivan)
Mary on a throne of concrete roses
raises her eyes to the acid Nashville heavens.
Through the heat pass the girls at St. Bernard's
who rain upon Mary their cigarette love.
Mary is baked as white as a cinder.
There are flies in the tender, shadowed pupils
long singed by the tears of her upturned eyes.
There are flies which adorn her rapture as
she holds her soul like a sponge
porous as concrete, filled
with particles
of whitest light.
Mary on a throne of concrete roses
is raised above the stream of summer nuns
who, smiling in the corridors, close their eyes
and gather white light for hungry autumn minds.
— Mary Ann Williams
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Culver City, Cal.
We came out of nowhere that year
While all of Culver City, Cal.
Looked on in awe.
— "Listen to them," Adler would say.
We came out of nowhere:
Climbed out of the cellar by May,
Caught Fullerton on the summer solstice,
And rolled through August to the pennant.
They hadn't seen anything like it:
Retirement villages came out in droves
And we could hear old men with Brooklyn accents
Compare us to the ' 36 Yankees.
They hadn't seen anything like it:
An A.M. station picked us up in June,
Dade and Nieman both won twenty,
And Stoddard led the Pacific in saves.

i

Adler knocked down fences his last great year.
Look at them," he would say.
"For most of them it's their last big summer."
He had brains:
"Nobody's rich in Culver City, Cal." he'd say.
4 4

— Pierce Cunningham
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At birth we are this bone — forget
the seeking for eternal strength
in numbers, not sinew twisted —
in stone thought never of as wind.
Memory siroccos in breath
Romantics whispered for the flex
of love.
Breeze of a priori,
promises in current, the way
another room has locked a door —
passage without parturition.
Sacrifice is knowing transfer,
fleshed in muscle and breath, the way
a poem is air mouthed into ink.
«pn

— George Nelson
'
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Common Sense: A Philosophical Perspective
bv Tom Preston
Introduction
Some people criticise philosophical theories on the
grounds that they are far removed from common sense
beliefs. While this is not usually an objection that
many philosophers take seriously, it is interesting
nonetheless. Surely one is tempted to say that if a
philosophical view undermines a belief, which I and
others commonly hold and utilize in day to day
living, then such a view must be in error. One has to
wonder at the influence such "commonly held
beliefs have on us. Prof. Gilbert Harman said it well
when he remarked that it is
1*

a rule of thumb . . . that if a philosophical theory
conflicts with ordinary ways of thinking and
speaking, examine the argument for that theory
very closely, since something has probably gone
wrong.

However, this isn't only a rule of thumb for dealing
with philosophical theories: most of us apply the same
reasoning in our dealings with the beliefs and opinions
of others in our day to day living. Now these ' 'ordinary
ways of thinking and speaking"2 are what I should like
to call the 4 'common sense view" of the world. One of
the questions I should like to wrestle with in what
follows is should common sense hold the influence over
us that it does? Of course, it would seem important at
the outset to define my terms; here, I confess, there is a
great difficulty, for to define this ambiguous
concept in any strict manner would involve us in a
flood of questions, most of which I wish to avoid.
Let me then assume (shakily) that the term is
fairly well understood. Presumably we will be
moving towards a clearer conception of this
concept in what follows.
Observation and the Observer
There is a philosophical theory of truth that is
called the "correspondence theory." The central
doctrine of this theory is that a statement's truth is
determined by its correspondence with the "facts: * *
that is, a statement is true if it "agrees" with
the "facts" and false if it doesn't. On the surface such
a theory might seem eminently common sensical,
yet, in fact, this theory is riddled with problems
and is perhaps completely indefensible.
36

One of the main problems with this view is that it
is hard to arrive at a clear conception of
agreement" between statements and facts. Indeed it
is hard to get clear about what sorts of "things" facts
are. One might be tempted to say that the facts are
simply what you observe. Here I am in a room and I
simply see that there are chairs in it. Were someone to
tell me that there aren\ any chairs in the room, I
should know that his statement was false. But the issue
is more complicated than this.
Consider: in one sense what you observe
already involves concepts. When I see a child, I
am—need I say it—seeing a child. In order to
understand what a child is I must already have a
lot of information at my disposal. I must know
that there are stages of growth that human beings
go through. I must have a conception of what life
is and a lot more besides.3 Gilbert Harman brings
this point out well in his book The Nature of
Morality. He believes that when someone ob
serves something "directly," his observation is
dependent on theory, because " perception in
volves forming a belief as a fairly direct result of
observing something."4 Further:
4 4

You can form a belief only if you understand the
relevant concepts and a concept is what it is by virtue
of its role in some theory or system of beliefs. ^

Or to restate this in the dogma of modern philosophy of
science, all observations are "theory-laden." Now it
should be pointed out that if you were able to "ob
serve" without forming beliefs about what you ob
serve, then these "observations" would not involve
concepts, according to Harman's argument. There
are some authors who present this as a real
possibility, notably Carlos Castaneda. In his series
of books dealing with an Indian mystic named
Don Juan, Castaneda speaks of "Stopping the
world"6 which means "observing" the world
without interpreting it. Whether such talk is
confused remains an open question at this point.
We do commonly think that there is a
"something" that we observe and form beliefs
about. This might lead us to thinking that we can
observe this "Something"without conceptualizing

it. However, this is really just playing with
words: we could never make this idea intelligible
without recourse to concepts — and don\ object
that this is so merely because we must use
language to talk about observation. The key point
is that conceptualization is intimately involved in
observation, whether or not you talk about it.
What of the correspondence theory of truth then?
It should be apparent that there are problems in getting
clear about the sense in which a statement "agrees'
with the facts, or, on our other formulation, with what
one observes. This is so in part because facts and
observations involve theories.
Consider an example: person X says, "John is
at the baseball game."Now, how do we verify this
statement? Well, the answer seems obvious
enough: we simply go to the baseball game and see
if John is there. If he is, then on the correspon
dence theory of truth our observation has con
firmed the truth of the statement in question; we
have compared the statement with the observable
facts and they "agree." But observation is
dependent on theory; so that when I go to the
baseball game what I will see will be in a sense
dependent on the theories that I hold. It should be
kept in mind that I am using the word "theory"in
a rather loose way. It is not necessary that the
"theories" involved in observations be formulated

;VX|*

in the observer's mind, in the way that scientific
theories are formulated by the scientist. Perhaps
it would be less confusing if I said that observation
depends on one's conception of the world. At any
rate, a criticism of the correspondence theory
should now be evident. If the "facts"that are to be
appealed to in order to verify a statement are
themselves beliefs formed about the world, than
all we are really up to when comparing statements
with the "facts" is comparing statements with our
beliefs or conceptions of the world. Suddenly the
hard ground of 'tacts" upon which our theory of
truth rested has vanished and all we are left with
are beliefs. Two people can have different beliefs
about what they observe; what then do they do to
determine the truth of a statement? If the "facts"
are different for each of them, then it is hard to see
how any comparison of statements with the
"facts" will help them get at the truth. The point
is that since "facts" are not a stable subject matter
— since they are conditioned by the observer's
conceptions — we can\ base our theory of truth
on them unless we want to give up a stable con
ception of truth.
Yet we do seem to be able to agree with each other
about what we see. The printed page before you is in
the relevant respects the same object which others see.
People generally agree on their brute observations.
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This suggests what I think is true, namely, that we all
share some common conceptions or "theories" about
the world, which allow us to agree on some
observations. This "common conception of the
world is, I think, at least one of the meanings of
the term "common sense."
Common Sense and Common Senses
Let us backtrack for a moment. Harman
earlier pointed out that it is
a rule of thumb . . . that if a philosophical theory
conflicts with ordinary ways of thinking and
speaking, examine the argument for that theory
very closely, since something has probably gone
wrong.1
Of course, Harman realizes tnat tins uueuuii is
not a criterion in any strict sense when he calls it a
rule of thumb. ' It doesn't have the strict necessity
that a logical criterion carries with it. For instance, the
law of contradiction, as a negative criterion of the
validity of a statement, is absolutely certain; for if a
statement contradicts itself, it is no longer a coherent
statement. However, in the case of common sense, it is
by no means certain that when a statement conflicts
with our "ordinary ways of thinking and speaking "5 it
must be false.
Yet common sense undoubtedly holds great power
over us. George Boas presents an interesting statement
of this influence in his essay "Philosophy and Com
mon Sense:"
Of course we believe in other people's minds, the
room next door, a world of external objects, and all the
rest. Without indulging in any intellectual tricks, let
me say that whether one calls this kind of belief
common sense or not is a matter of indifference. What
is not a matter of indifference is that there exists a set
of beliefs which we have to justifv and that it is not a
set which we reach through demonstration, reasoning,
experimentation, or revelation. This set of beliefs can
be phrased as a set of propositions which do not
demand proof and which act as the criteria of
satisfactory theorizing.9

Of course. Boas realizes that although common sense
acts as "the criteria of satisfactory theorizing," it is
fallible: We are constantly correcting our experience
[common sense] by means of what we know of science
and philosophy." 1,1 If common sense is fallible, then
why does it hold such influence over us?
Let us consider for a moment an example where
common sense fails to guide us properly. A scientific
theory might contradict common sense. The great
physicist Albert Einstein developed a theory of
relativity which involved conclusions that could be
28

easily considered to contradict common sense. Now,
how do we decide the conflicts that arise between a
scientific theory and common sense?
Well, in the case of Einstein's theory an empirical
test was devised to check his results; you see, his
theory could be used for prediction. One prediction
was tested by two British eclipse expeditions during
the solar eclipse of May 1818, and the results appeared
to be in good accord with Einstein's theory."1'
Several things should be pointed out here. Although
observation was used to support his theory it was a
special kind of observation involving special in
strumentation. Further, Einstein's theory is in one
sense consistent with common sense. Although some
of our common sense beliefs about the world artmistaken, the mistakes only appear under specialized
and intensive scrutiny. For all practical purposes an
ordinary person can operate with these mistaken beliefs
without difficulty. This is the situation with respect to
Einstein s theory. (It seems almost undeniable that
some people hold the strangest views as to the
character of language, knowledge, and other
things; yet these confusions don't hinder them in
the least in their day to day affairs.)
Since Einstein's theory conflicts with common
sense one might wonder how he came up with it in the
first place? It is well known that Einstein used
thought" experiments in some of his work.
Harman gives a clear explication of this concept in his
aforementioned book: a "thought" experiment is
an experiment where "a physicist compares an
hypothesis with his 'sense'of what should happen
in certain situations, a %ense 'that he has acquired
as a result of his long working familiarity with
current theory."" Now what is this "sense"? I
suggest that is grows out of a different conception
of the world that the scientist has. The scientist
acquires this different conception through his
association with scientific theory. He uses this
conception in some cases to predict events. Ein
stein himself suggests something like this view.
He believed that
although the consequences of a physical theory must
be tested empirically, its axioms are not automatic
inferences from experiences but are free creations of
the human mind, which is guided by considerations of
a mathematical nature.

The key phrase here is "guided by considerations of a
mathematical nature." This seems to correspond to
Harman's discussion of the 4'sense'' a scientist uses in
a 4 'thought'' experiment.
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The point that is struggling to emerge here is that
a scientist, like Einstein, has a conception of the world
that differs from that of the ordinary person. (Indeed,
this doesn't only seem true of scientists but of
philosophers and other 4'specialists" as well.) The
scientist's conception of the world might conflict with
the ordinary conception in a number of ways. For
instance, there might be a conflict as to the character of
the constituents of the physical world, or, for that
matter, of the social world. Of course, as we pointed
out earlier, we do usually agree about our brute ob
servations of the world. This suggests that we have
some commonly held conceptions about the world. Yet
the discrepencies between rival conceptions seem more
instructive than the similarities. Indeed given such
variety among conceptions, we might be inclined to
inquire whether the idea of a common sense conception
of the world is coherent at all.
Consider: a person's conception of the world
will certainly be conditioned by what he learns in
his lifetime. This is in part Boas'earlier point that
"We are constantly correcting our experience
[common sense] by means of what we know of
science and philosophy."nOf course, we also
revise our conception of the world in other ways.
An example of this kind of revision would be the
old example of learning in the school of 'hard
knocks." The influences that shape peoples'view
of the world are quite varied; of course, we should
not forget that in our day to day dealings with
objects our observations — and hence our con
ceptions — pretty well agree. But this is really
just the tip of the iceberg when it comes to
common sense beliefs. We have all kinds of ideas
built into our view of the world, involving beliefs
about other people, beliefs about our social role
and beliefs about many other things besides.
These beliefs do not all so clearly agree as do our
observations of objects; in fact, many times it is
quite clear that they disagree. Common sense here
is, if you have not already perceived it, being
equated with a common conception of the world.
Now, to what extent do we have such a common
conception?
What I would like to suggest is that there is no one
conception or view of the world which we all
share. Rather, what we think of as being common
conception of the world, or common sense, is the
agreement among different views about the
world. Perhaps an analogy will make this clearer.
It is as if one were to draw a circle for each per30
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son's conception of the world, and where the
majority of them overlap that would be common
sense. All that is required is that we have a
relatively large group of people who agree to
some extept on their respective conceptions.
The upshot of this is that common sense is un
stable or relative. It does not represent a coherent view
of the world that has existed for thousands of years and
is held by nearly everyone. It is merely the agreement
among our various conceptions of the world. In some
cases, like the case of most observations of objects, we
seem to have held common conceptions for quite some
time. Yet in many other respects there is great
disagreement among the various conceptions. This
point is similar to the point made earlier in this
essay, that "facts"are not a stable subject matter.
Facts are relative to the "theories" you hold.
Common sense is relative to the "theories," or
views that a majority of people hold. But beliefs
can change and so too can what we now think of as
common sense.
Yet to harken back to Harman's point,
common sense is used as a "role of thumb" in
philosophy. Indeed, it undeniably influences us in
our day to day living. Now to what extent does it
deserve this influence?
Common sense" is sometimes used as an
evaluative term; we praise a view sometimes by
4 4

associating it with common sense. A common example
of this would be the phrase, "that
makes good common sense.'' Yet, what is the basis for
such an evaluation? Why should we care whether or
not our beliefs about the world agree with others', or
even with commonly held conceptions of the world?
I do not have a good answer here, except to
suggest as George Boas does that we simply do care:
We do not trust our own direct experience until it is
shared by another. The anguish which is felt when the
attempt at communication fails to reach its end is
characteristic of the situation. It is as if one felt that
experience must be shared or remain illusory, i'1

We all, then, have a need to share our experiences and
this involves that we try to reach some agreement
about a view of the world. Common sense is merely the
overlapping, or agreement, among a majority of
existent conceptions, or views. Yet such agreement by
no means guarantees the truth of the beliefs in
question. There are many commonly held beliefs about
the world that are mistaken. Of course, as we realized
before, such errors might make no difference to us in
practice in our day to day living — although they
would certainly make a difference when we were
trying to do philosophy. How, then, are we to
know when our common sense views are in error
and when they are not?
Well, there doesn\ seem to be any fixed way.
Boas writes:
we are constantly correcting our experience
Common sense ]by means of what we know
of science and philosophy . . . (Yet ]there is
no rule that has yet been formulated for
telling a man when he must correct one by
the other. Sometimes philosophy corrects
common sense instead of subjecting itself to
it. >7

its instability, its commonality seems a com
pelling reason to trust it. Though this really
begins to bring up other issues which are beyond
the scope of the present work.
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Common sense, then, seems to have a power over us
simply because of its commonality; it is certainly
fallible and further unstable, just as "facts" are un
stable. Its instability suggests that other common
senses are possible. Indeed I think there are some
actual cases of such other 'Senses." (This latter
point, of course, would demand to be shown in
detail; however, I am not prepared to embark on
that endeavor here.) Does this mean that we
shouldn* trust common sense? Well, I suppose the
answer is that we should trust it in some cases and
entertain doubts about it in others. Regardless of
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